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WADE’S ARCTIC SHRIMPS

This range of flies was developed by the late Paul Wade a gillie on

the River Moy. They were named after the Artic Fox hair that I believe

he was one of the first tyers to use. They are all tied the same way it is

only the colours that vary.

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and run it down to the

point of the hook tying in a length of Gold or Silver oval the same as

the rib. Form a tag by winding the oval backwards 4 turns. Then take

the tinsel between the hooks  and pull up the body. Secure the tinsel

by binding it in to the head and then pulling it backwards towards the

tail and tying in again with the thread back to the tail, leave the oval

hanging there. Prepare a section of Arctic Fox tail by first pulling out

the short rubbish from the base and then holding it by the tips to pull out

the guard hairs. Add these back to the underfur lining up the tips. Tie

this in for the tail with two strands of Flash, the tail should be 1-2 times

the body length. Tie in the body tinsel and take the thread to the head

trapping everything and trim off the waste. Wind the flat tinsel up the

hook forming a smooth body. Rib with the oval tinsel and trim off. Pre-

pare a section of Arctic Fox tail by first pulling out the short rubbish from

the base and then the guard hairs and tie in just the underfur for the

wing, this should reach half way down the tail. Trim off the waste ends to

a taper and form a nice even bed of thread. Prepare the hackle and tie

in by the tip. Double it and wind 4 turns. Tie in and trim of all the waste.

Form a neat head and whip finish. Apply several coats of thin varnish to

produce a smooth shiny head.

 Tail/Flash           Body           Rib         Wing           Hackle  Head

  Orange/Orange Flat Gold Oval Gold Orange Orange Badger     Red

  Yellow/OrangeFlat Gold Oval Gold Yellow Yellow Badger     Black

  Orange/Orange Flat Gold Oval Silver Orange Silver Badger     Red

  Yellow/Yellow Flat Silver Oval Silver Green Orange Cock     Black




